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• Independent Research & Technology Organisation
• Membership-based Association established in 1919
• 2,500 members in 80 countries 
• Serves all sectors of the Food & Drink Industry
• Turnover: £22-23m, 390 staff
• 66% in the UK; 20% in EU; 14% ROW 

Campden BRI
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Quality and value Nutrition, health 
and well-being

Resilience
and efficiency

Environmental
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Safety
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• NPD to meet client target products – driven 
by diet and health, cost reduction, added 
value

• Science and technology of bakery products –
driven by digestive health, new ingredients, 
fundamental science of structure

• Wheat, flour and baked product analysis
• Training and conferences

Main project types in the Baking & 
Cereal Processing Department



Content of presentation
• What sort of trends are we talking about
• What is a trend- micro vs macro
• Major and Macro trends in more detail
• Examples from supermarkets and major 

manufacturers
• Micro trends relevant to Tortilla and 

flatbread industry
• Summary



Where

WhatHow

Out of Home
Schools
In Home

Online
Meal Kits
In Store
Amazon

Gluten FreeGluten Free
Clean label
Health and 
Wellness

Consumer
s



Differentiating between a micro 
trend and a macro trend

Micro 
Trend

Category Specific
Minority of population
Exclusive
Online or specialist
retailers

Medium 
Trend

Multiple similar
categories
Specific population group
Low distribution

Major 
Trend

Cross category
implementation
Wide demographic target
Available in
supermarkets

Macro 
Trend

Examples seen in all
categories
Specific products
targeting specific cohorts
Supermarket Own Label
products are developed



MICRO

MINOR

MAJOR

MACRO

Clean Label

Gluten Free

CBD

Gut HealthIncreasing
growth Increasing

volume

Trends Perspective



Consumers eating less at homeWhere
• Out of Home
• Schools

Is the traditional supermarket dying?How
• Online supermarket deliveries
• Amazon
• Meal Box deliveries

Consumers are demanding more from their foodWhat
• Gluten Free
• Health and Wellness
• Clean label



Where are consumers eating, 
and what effect is this having?

Food-to-go is increasingly moving 
beyond the high street, as operators 
look to open up new types of location



Not just a UK trend….

Source: IGD, “Retail in 2025”; 2019 



What does this mean for the 
tortilla industry?

Source: The Grocer, Trend Report 2018



What does this mean for the 
tortilla industry?

Source: The Grocer, Trend Report 2018

UK Consumers tastes 
expanding beyond 
traditional cuisines

Similar patterns seen in the 
rest of Europe



Example NPD



“Out of Home” is moving to 
“In home”



How are consumers 
shopping?

Nina Angelovska (Source: Eurostat) 



They are also buying their 
groceries from other online 
retailers



They are also buying their 
groceries from other online 
retailers

Who are also moving 
backwards into 
physical locations



Does this affect what they 
buy?
Albert Heijn uses personalised data from loyalty cards to recommend products 
based on nutritional value



Does this affect what they 
buy?
Spoon Guru 
allows customers 
to filter products 
by nutritional, 
dietary and 
lifestyle choices



Meal Kits traditionally 
featured instore



But increasingly people are 
using specialised companies to 
deliver meal kits to their door

• Started in Europe in 2007
• Expected to reach $3-5billion 

globally by 2022
• German market worth $280m in 

2017
• Large established companies 

exploring options



What are consumers buying?
• Significant global trends affecting food and drink industry

• Gluten Free

• Clean Label

• Gut Health

• Vegan

• Health and Wellness



Gluten Free shows no sign of 
slowing

Source: Food Navigator



With tortilla’s and flatbreads 
well represented



• Demand for “clean label” has seen 
tremendous growth, and brought the need for 
new ingredients, manufacturing processes 
and communication strategies

• A very ambiguous term

• Seen as an industry standard, but no clear 
definition

Clean label



Lots of “clean label” products, 
little clarity in industry





Gut Health

• Key emerging trend
• Science behind trend is still patchy
• EFSA authorised claims being used by 

a number of manufacturers



Genius are playing on this 
trend in the GF wrap space



Veganism continues to grow
UK

Ger

Fra

NL



Health and Wellness
• UK government intervention based on 

assessment of population based health 
effects

• Most schemes voluntary, with fiscal 
activity on beverages proving 
somewhat successful

• Salt was initial target, sugar and 
calories now in focus

• EU Salt Reduction framework launched 
in 2010



Front of pack labelling of 
nutrient values is varied 
throughout the EU



And technology is again 
playing a large role

Yuka is one of a number of apps within 
Europe that gives recommendations on 
food choices.

Primarily based on the Nutriscore
grading (French), its gaining a number 
of users (3m barcode scans per day)

Scoring is based on a proprietary 
algorithm.

• 60% of score is based on Nutriscore

• 30% based on presence of EFSA authorised 
additives

• 10% on organic status



Summary
• What, how, where and when people 

are buying food across Europe is 
changing

• Traditional supermarkets are having to 
modify their offerings to compete with 
non-traditional suppliers

• How consumers choose what to eat is 
constantly evolving, with new 
ingredients, dietary demands and 
trends appearing 


